
Student and Toilet Troubles 

In 1971, a couple of weeks after we had opened the newly-built first student dormitory on the 

Luanshya Training College campus on Shala Road, we had a student-body representative come to 

the Principal’s Office to state we can not live in these conditions. At this time, Bill Gibbings was the 

acting principal and physics head of this new small campus of the Zambia Institute of Technology 

(ZIT) that would become Copperbelt University in the coming years.  We called a meeting of staff 

and students to see what the problem was and what could be done about it.  

Casanova Construction was still building more dining rooms, dormitories, classrooms, faculty 

housing and laboratories, around the campus that was to be a Swedish sponsored trade school 

when ZIT moved out to their final Kitwe location. 

Our still-small number of students, around 40, and a few faculty members all assembled in a single 

classroom, as we had no assemble hall, at this time, using only the old trade-school rooms. It was 

most eloquently explained to the new-to-Zambia European white faculty that the dormitory toilets 

area was fouled and that the cleaning staff had refused to clean them. 

Oh! Dear! We had not seen this coming. 

At this point, we asked the cleaning staff why the toilet area was not kept clean. They state that the 

students were fouling the toilets faster than they could clean them. They pointed out that the 

cleaner, ate with their hands and they were not willing to clean up after the students messing on 

the floor. 

We of course went the student toilets to see the extent of the problem.  We were a bit shocked and 

disgusted with what we saw.  

The faculty began to see it was a both a cultural and ballistics issue. 

The dormitories had European “sit on” type flush toilets, not the squatter with foot pads and a hole 

type.  

Many of the students wisely did not care to “sit on” the European style toilet, but preferred the more 

hygienic “stand and squat” toilet arrangement used throughout warn climates.  

There was no choice of toilet styles in our Swedish-designed dormitories. The student who did not 

want to sit would stand on the seat rims of the “sit on” toilets and with human anatomy, and the 

laws of physics of ballistics being applied. Hence the students would miss the targets, the toilet!  

I immediately saw both the multi-faceted problem and the quick and simple solution.  I stood up, 

came forward, to state that I and hopefully the faculty would clean up the toilets this one time and 

place a appropriate sized and located concrete block on either side of the “sit on” toilet in a position 

that if one stood on the two elevated concrete blocks, one could then be high enough and forward 

enough to bend their legs to squat over the target hole and hit the hole without missing.  I added 

that any student who missed would be responsible to clean up their own mess from now on. 

The faculty, cleaning staff and students seemed impressed, satisfied and went back to their duties 

with only a couple of hours of student and cleaning staff strike.  Although I had lessons to prepare, 

I cleaned up the mess in the wash rooms and got concrete blocks in place before the afternoon 



was over.  From this time on we specified a mix of toilet types or asked for the concrete blocks on 

all future college “sit on” toilets, and had no more troubles of that nature.  
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